INTRODT..CTION

The period. after Brez."1nev, particularly sirce April 1985,
has been of exceptional importan:e not only for the USSR, but also
for the worl:i as a whole.
perestroik~

During this perio:l, owing to Gorbachev 1 ,

glasnost arrl • new political thinkin:J' ,. the very basis
I

-rh(....

of the socialist system in'ussR,
up for renewal.

foumeO. in October 1917, has come

While important steps have been taken towards

bringing in political and. economic plularism
in USSR, doubts have 1)
__
.,.,...,..-::~-=-

also. arisen about the very stability of the Soviet state and the
society.

During this period, the hol:i of socialist ideology, as

i t evolved. in the USSR since 1917, has decidedly weakened.

This

has facilitate:i fundamental revision of the Soviet Union's
internal am external policies.

The

es~ential

thrust of this

comprehensive revision has been t.~e deideologisation of· ~
Soviet society/ the policies arrl the politics and resurgeoce of
pragamatist and even opportunistic trends.

Earlier, pragmatism

was invariably clothed in ideological categories.

Now, it asserts

itself in the categories of the ideology of socialist renewal whict
is still in the initial stages of development.
During the same perio:l, Gorbachev's

1

new political

thinking' has profoundly affecte:i the international scene.

The

Soviet leaders, convioced that the col:i war has finally ended,
are now seeking cooperative relationship with the former

2

adversaries.

In the west, socialism is no longer perceived as

a threat to capitalism and some in the West,

emboldened by the

surrender of the socialist positions one after another, have
declared the 'end of history' asserting that Western liberal

7

i::leas have convin:i ng ly triumphed over socialist ideology.
The great upheavals taking place in the world today were
triggered by perestroika ar:d the

1

new political thinking'.

Simultaneously with the undoubted. relaxation of tensions in the

.

East-West Relations, there have also appeared. certain negative
features like the res urgerc e of rev a rchist, fascist,

anti-semi tic

i::leologies in Europe and the acute threats posed. by subnationalisms to the stability of the states and international
relations.
for

Many of the third world states, who took Soviet support

granted,~are

today assailed by doubts on this

score~

Sirce

the dismantling of the socialist ideology and the socialist system
i ntussR has not been accompanied by its immediate replacement by

viable

ideologi~

and systerrqt,' the problems in the USSR have

arisen while their resolution is sti 11 awaited.
year of perestroika

Thus, after five

the Soviet state and. t15'e society is now

entering a difficult transition period in which not only will it
have to consolidate its gai r:s in terms of democratisation) etc.,
but will also have to work towards rebuildir1] of state ard social
systems which could prove effective in han::lling the most
explosive problemso
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It is against this backdrop that an attempt has been made
in the present thesis to conceptually study the ideology and.
Soviet foreign policy in the post Brezhnev period.
Essentially, the study examines the concept of
political thinking'

1

new

arrl how i t has affected the foreign policy of

the Soviet Union in the recent years.

The imper.atives behind the

change in ~Soviet foreign policy are also studied.,

Sirce the

oorbachev years have seen the conscious and deliberate

.

dei:!eologisation of the Soviet foreign policy, it became necessary
to examine the years .,.,hen

W

Soviet foreign policy was conducted

under the strong influence of the socialist ideology as it
::leveloped since October 1917.

This, in turn,required a study of

those aspects of ·the socialist ideology which have had profound
influenc:e on the formulation and implementation of the Soviet
foreign policy in the past.

Thus, in the thesis, apart from the

examination of the conceptual basis of Gorbachev• s

foreign policy,

an investigation of the theoretical basis of~ Soviet foreign
~

policy in the years before Gorbachev has also been attempted.,
0 re of the motivations behind the undertaking of this
study has been that there exist few non-Soviet comprehensive
studies of the theory of Soviet foreign policy.

There have been

several ron-Soviet theoretical studies in the past on the specific
soviet foreign policy doctrine but few studies have attempted to
give an integrated theoretical view of ~Soviet foreign policy.
language
Among a few EnglishLs tudies :lealir:g with the theoretical basis
of tzUe Soviet foreign policy are: Elliot R. Cooj.man•s The Soviet
~esign

for a Vbrld State (New York,

1960); William Zimmerman's

I
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Eoviet Perspectives on International Relations 1956-1967

v.

(Princeton, 1971);

Kubalkova and A.A. Crucikshank's

tlarxism-Leninism am the Theory of International Relations,
(London,

1980); R. Judson Mitchell's Ideology of a Superpower:

Contemporary Soviet Doctrines of International Relations,
(Stanford,

1982): Margot Light's The Soviet Theory of

International Relations,

(Sussex,

1988); Allen Lynch's

The Soviet Study of International Relations,{Cambridge, 1987).
Prof. B. v. Chan::lasekhar Rao.'s essay "The Soviet Theory of
International Relations 11 in K.P. Misra & R.s. Beal (ed.),
International Relations Theory: western and
Perspectives, (Delhi,
on the subject.

Non-~stern

1980), pp.184-200 is an Indian contribution

Only Light and Lynch theoretically

d~al,

and

that too only briefly, with Gorbachev•s •new political thinking•.
The present study extends the analysis upto the 28th Party
Congress of the CPSU.
view of ideoLogy well as present.

The study attempts to present an integrated

foreign policy interaction in the past as
The main emphasis in the study is of course

on the perestroika, the

1

new political thinking• and the

consequent changes in ~Soviet foreign policy.
Methodologically, the historico-analytical approach has
been adopted and the main reliance has been placed on the
primary sources.
consulte~,

While only the published sources have been

the author's stay in the USSR during 1981-84 afforded

him an opportunity to have a feel of the trar.sition period from
Brezhnev to Gorbachev.

v
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The study is divided into eight chapters.

The first

chapter discusses the concept of ideology and its relevaoce to
policy and in particular to the foreign policy of the USSR. The
secon::i and the third chapters examine

in an historical

backgLoun~

the central coocepts of the Soviet offi-cial ideology which had
relevance to the Soviet foreign policy, and. their evolution from
the time of Marx.

The fourth chapter focusses on the cor.cepts

underlying' new political thinking' and how it has been used to

·-

fundamentally restricting the
Gorbachev.

Sov~et

foreign policy under

The next three chapters are the case studies of

three of the vital areas of the Soviet foreign policy - East
Europe, )Third. v.orld and Soviet security which are being
restructured und.er the influence of the 'o=w political thinking•.
'!hese three chapters describe the • new political thinking• in
action.

The final chapter presents the conclusiore of t.'"le study •

.
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